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Whole body motion controller with long-term balance constraints
Alexander Sherikov, Dimitar Dimitrov, Pierre-Brice Wieber
Abstract— The standard approach to real-time control of
humanoid robots relies on approximate models to produce a
motion plan, which is then used to control the whole body.
Separation of the planning stage from the controller makes
it difficult to account for the whole body motion objectives
and constraints in the plan. For this reason, we propose
to omit the planning stage and introduce long-term balance
constraints in the whole body controller to compensate for
this omission. The new controller allows for generation of
whole body walking motions, which are automatically decided
based on both the whole body motion objectives and balance
preservation constraints. The validity of the proposed approach
is demonstrated in simulation in a case where the walking
motion is driven by a desired wrist position. This approach
is general enough to allow handling seamlessly various whole
body motion objectives, such as desired head motions, obstacle
avoidance for all parts of the robot, etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Humanoid robots have to perform tasks that are typically
expressed as high-level objectives involving whole body
motion control. For example, approaching and manipulating
objects, maintaining visual contact, [1] etc. The motion
of a robot must also respect feasibility constraints, such
as collision avoidance, satisfaction of various mechanical
constraints, and keeping balance. Fulfillment of the high-
level objectives simultaneously with feasibility constraints
often requires planning motion in advance, in particular when
locomotion is performed. Due to the high complexity of
humanoid robots, real-time control schemes typically resort
to planning based on approximate models. Though these
models often reduce a robot to a single point-mass, they
were demonstrated to be very effective in preserving long-
term balance [2], and even in choosing appropriate feasible
footstep positions [3], [4].
The typical sequence of real-time motion generation [2],
[3], [5], [6] includes: (i) first plan the motion of the center
of mass with an approximate model to ensure long-term
balance, (ii) then control the whole body of the robot to
execute this plan taking into account whole body motion
objectives and constraints. In this scheme the plan that results
from stage (i) may not satisfy all the constraints considered at
stage (ii), since they are usually neglected in the approximate
model. Though an infeasible plan may still be executed
approximately [7], it is always preferable to avoid such
situations. Furthermore, inaccuracies in execution of the plan
require its periodic corrections [8], [9]. Also, the high-level
objectives cannot in general be expressed with the limited
approximate model at stage (i), even though they might be
required to drive the locomotion of the robot, for example,
approaching an object before grasping it [10]. This lead to
developing ad hoc approaches [10], [11], [12], which are
often tailored to specific objectives and may be difficult to
combine with footstep adjustments in response to external
disturbances. Here, we propose to address the identified
problems by omitting stage (i). Since stage (i) is crucial
for long-term balance preservation, the whole body motion
controller of stage (ii) must be modified to compensate for
this omission.
The balance of humanoid robots can be analyzed in
terms of viability theory and capturable states [13], [14],
[15]. A robot is said to be in a capturable state, if it can
eventually stop all motion and avoid falling or violating
other feasibility constraints. In order to preserve balance the
robot should never leave the set of capturable states, which
is unfortunately impossible to determine in general [14].
However, it is possible to check with an approximate model
if the robot can stop in K steps, i.e., if a state of this model
is K-step capturable [15]. Therefore, in order to preserve
capturability, the motion can be previewed for K steps, with
a terminal stopping constraint [5], [16], [17]. Clearly, at least
one step must be considered to enable walking (K ≥ 1).
Here we propose a modification of the standard whole
body controller in such a way, that it does not require
preliminary motion planning. In order to achieve this with-
out deteriorating the long-term balance, the controller is
augmented with appropriate constraints, which rely on mo-
tion preview with an approximate model to verify K-
step capturability. Thus the controller generates such whole
body commands that the balance of the previewed motion
is preserved. At the same time the previewed motion is
compliant with whole body constraints and objectives. The
approximate model adopted in this work enables automatic
adaptation of footstep positions as in [3], [16], but here,
the adaptation is directly driven by the whole body motion
objectives instead of a reference velocity for the body. This
behavior is similar to the one demonstrated in [18], but
does not require offline computations. Simultaneously with
realization of whole body motion objectives, our controller
automatically adapts footsteps positions when necessary to
compensate for external disturbances, which is not addressed
in [10], [11], [12]. Some works advocate for motion preview
with nonlinear whole body models [19]. While such an
approach is potentially more descriptive, due to computation
time limits it is still necessary to employ approximations
whose validity on real robots has yet to be demonstrated.
And, more importantly, long-term balance constraints are not
enforced as we explicitly do here.
The proposed whole body motion controller is posed as
a hierarchical linear least squares problem with inequality
constraints, which is solved using a dedicated active set
solver [20], [21].
The building blocks of the optimization problem are
described in the Sections II–V: Section II briefly reviews
standard whole body motion constraints, Section III out-
lines long-term balance constraints based on an approximate
model, Section IV describes the coupling between the ap-
proximate and whole-body models, motion objectives are
described in Section V. Finally, Section VI introduces the
hierarchical least squares formulation of the whole body
motion control, while Section VII presents simulation results.
II. STANDARD WHOLE-BODY MOTION CONSTRAINTS
Our whole body controller is based on the standard inverse
dynamics approach [22], which allows the definition of the
instantaneous whole-body motion feasibility constraints as
described in this section.
A. Lagrangian dynamics
The dynamics of a walking robot can be described as
[
H1
H2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H
q̈ +
[
h1
h2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
h
=
[
τ
0
]
+
[
JTc,1
JTc,2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
JT
c
f , (1)
where H is the generalized inertia matrix; q = (q′, q′′) is
the vector of generalized coordinates including joint angles
q′ and position and orientation of the base of the robot q′′;
h is the vector of Coriolis, centrifugal, and gravity effects;
τ is the vector of joint torques; f is the vector of ground
contact forces; and Jc is the corresponding Jacobian matrix.
Note that given any q̈ and f , joint torques τ satisfying the
first part of dynamics can always be found. Consequently,
we only need to find q̈ and f such that
H2q̈ + h2 = J
T
c,2f . (2)
B. Constraints on the contact forces
The constraints on the ground contact forces reflect two
aspects: limitations due to Coulomb’s friction, and restriction
of the Center of Pressure (CoP) to the contact area [22]. For
simplicity, we describe the constraints only in single support,
while extension to double support is trivial.
The contact forces f are considered as a single wrench,
applied at a reference point on the contact surface. The
constraints on this wrench are formulated in a local frame
located at the reference point, with the z axis normal to the
contact surface. Thus, the wrench is expressed as
f = T
[
fc
µc
]
, (3)
where fc and µc are the force and moment applied at
the reference point in the local frame, and T is a frame
transformation matrix.
We use a linear approximation of the Coulomb’s friction
cone, considering feasible contact force as a conic combina-
tion of unit vectors lying on the edges of the cone
fc = Gλ, (4)
where λ is a vector of positive coefficients
λ ≥ 0. (5)
At the same time, the moment about the z axis is limited
with
‖µzc‖ ≤ γf
z
c , (6)
where γ is a torsional friction coefficient ([23], Section 5.5).
Position of the CoP is kept within the support area with a
constraint of the form [22]
A
[
fc
µc
]
≤ b. (7)
C. Maintaining contacts
In order to ensure that the robot does not break contacts
with the ground, we need the acceleration of each support
foot to be zero in both translation and rotation:
Jcq̈ + J̇cq̇ = 0. (8)
D. Joint limits
The joints angles q′ must stay within their mechanical
limits. This is taken into account with the constraints
q′ ≤ q′ + T q̇′ +
T 2
2
q̈′ ≤ q′, (9)
where q′ and q′ are the vectors of lower and upper joint
limits, and T is a positive time parameter.
III. LONG-TERM BALANCE CONSTRAINTS
The whole body constraints reviewed in Section II guaran-
tee only instantaneous feasibility of the motion, and, in par-
ticular, they are not sufficient for long-term balance preser-
vation. For this reason, it is common to impose additional
constraints, for example, restricting the projection of the
Center of Mass (CoM) to the support polygon when standing
still [24]. The balance constraints described in this section
are based on a preview of the motion of an approximate
model and can be used both for walking and standing.
There is a variety of approximate models developed for
planning the motion of humanoid robots. Many use a lin-
ear single point-mass model [2], some introduce additional
point-masses [17], or constant external forces [25], or angular
momentum [26]. Even the simple point-mass model can
be used differently: as a second or third order model [2],
[3], [27]. The latter one appears to be more suitable, since
it allows for smooth transition of the contact forces [28].
Our approach is not limited to a certain model, and here,
for the sake of illustration, we adopt a simple third order
point-mass model. This model enables automatic footstep
placement, provided that the duration and sequence of steps
are predetermined to keep the model linear [3].
A. Point-Mass Model
The motion of the point-mass model along the x axis is
characterized by the continuous time system


ċx
c̈x
...
c x

 =


0 1 0
0 0 1
0 g
cz
0




cx
ċx
c̈x

+


0
0
− g
cz

 żx,
zx = cx −
cz
g
c̈x,
(10)
where c = (cx, cy, cz) is the position of the CoM of the
robot, z = (zx, zy) is the position of the Center of Pressure
(CoP) on the ground and g is the gravitational acceleration,
aligned with the z axis. This system is equivalent for the
motion along y axis and is derived under assumptions, that
the robot walks on a flat ground and the CoM height cz is
constant.
System (10) is discretized and its evolution is previewed
over N time intervals. Since evolution of the system is de-
termined by its initial state (cx,y0 , ċ
x,y
0 , c̈
x,y
0 ) and the control
inputs (ż0, . . . , żN−1), all constraints and objectives can be
expressed using them. The control inputs in turn can be
expressed through the CoP and footstep positions in order
to simplify constraints as described in the following.
B. Constraints on positions of the CoP
A walking motion on a flat ground is feasible only if
the CoP remains inside the support polygon [29]. This
requirement can be taken into account explicitly in the form
of a constraint on the position Z ∈ R2N of the CoP over the
next N preview sampling intervals. Provided that the feet
are rectangular and the CoP positions Z are expressed in
appropriately chosen frames, the constraints on Z can be
expressed
Z ≤ Z ≤ Z, (11)
where Z and Z are the vectors of lower and upper
bounds [30].
C. Constraints on positions of the feet
The key feature of the Model Predictive Control (MPC)
scheme proposed in [3] is that it automatically determines
appropriate footsteps. In order to realize this behavior, the
previewed footstep positions must be constrained to feasible
areas with respect to the current foothold. These feasible
areas are usually determined experimentally as polygons
on the ground [3]. Approximating them by rectangles and
choosing reference frames appropriately allows formulating
these constraints as simple bounds [4]
P ≤ P ≤ P , (12)
where P ∈ R2K is the vector of positions of the next K
footsteps, P and P the corresponding vectors of lower and
upper bounds.
D. Terminal capturability constraint
In order to enforce K-step capturability [15], we impose
a terminal stopping constraint at the end of the previewed K
steps. It is well known, that for the second order point-mass
model, the terminal capturability constraint involves position
of the capture point
ξx,y = cx,yN +
1
ω
ċ
x,y
N , (13)
which is constrained to stay in the final support area [15],
[17], [27]. An equivalent terminal constraint for the third
order system (10) must be imposed on the velocity of the
capture point
ξ̇x,y = ċx,yN +
1
ω
c̈
x,y
N = 0, (14)
from which follows ξx,y = zx,yN . This implies that the
capture point is again limited to the final support area, due to
the constraints on the CoP positions (11). The equality (14)
can be easily obtained by deriving the condition under which
the system (10) is stable with a zero control input ż = 0.
Note that in some situations the capturability constraint
can be infeasible, since it is impossible to stop in K
previewed steps. This, however, does not necessarily imply
that the robot will eventually fall. This issue is addressed in
the controller proposed in Section VI.
IV. COUPLING THE APPROXIMATE AND WHOLE BODY
MODELS
The point-mass and the whole body models presented in
Sections II and III are coupled through the current accelera-
tions of the CoM and swing foot. The coupling ensures that
the commands for the robot comply with the capturability
constraint (14), while the previewed motion fulfills the whole
body constraints (Section II) and objectives (Section V).
A. Acceleration of the CoM
The CoM acceleration c̈0 can be directly obtained from
the initial state of the system in (10). The CoM of the robot
and the point-mass model are therefore linked by
Jcom q̈ + J̇com q̇ = c̈0. (15)
B. Acceleration of the swing foot
Given the next footsteps P and the current state of the
swing foot (s0, ṡ0) (based on the current state of the robot),
the swing foot trajectory is obtained using cubic polynomials
as in [6]. This determines the current acceleration of the
swing foot s̈0 as a linear function of (P , s0, ṡ0). Thus, dur-
ing a single support, the swing foot follows this translational
acceleration while maintaining a constant orientation:
Jfoot q̈ + J̇foot q̇ =
[
s̈0
0
]
. (16)
V. CONTROL OBJECTIVES
Various control objectives can be introduced in the con-
troller, depending on the desired behavior. This section
describes a few possible objectives, which were used in the
simulations presented in Section VII.
A. Hand motion
A saturated PD controller πhand is used to drive the right
hand to a desired position. This is realized using a least
squares objective
∥
∥
∥Jhand q̈ + J̇hand q̇ − πhand
∥
∥
∥
2
. (17)
B. Orientation of the torso
In order to prevent inclination of the body while walking,
the orientation of the torso is kept constant with the objective
∥
∥
∥Jtorso q̈ + J̇torso q̇ − πtorso
∥
∥
∥
2
. (18)
C. Controlling joints
A least squares objective based on a simple joint PD-
controller
∥
∥q̈′ +Kdq̇
′ −Kp(q
′
ref − q
′)
∥
∥
2
(19)
is used for two purposes: damping (Kd > 0, Kp = 0) and
maintaining reference configuration q′ref (Kd > 0, Kp > 0).
D. Penalizing violent swing foot motion
The footstep adjustments are allowed during the whole du-
ration of a step, which may result in violent position changes
near the end of a step. A straightforward workaround is to
block footstep adaptation when the swing foot approaches the
ground. Alternatively, it is possible to minimize the swing
foot jerk
‖
...
s ‖
2
, (20)
which is a linear function of (P , s0, ṡ0).
E. CoP positioning and damping
Also, we employ objectives in order to shape the pre-
viewed motion of the approximate model. It is done by
minimizing the distance between the CoP positions and the
center of the footsteps
‖Z − V P ‖
2
, (21)
where V is a matrix which selects footstep positions appro-
priately. Additionally, the CoP velocity
∥
∥
∥Ż
∥
∥
∥
2
(22)
is minimized.
VI. A HIERARCHICAL LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEM
The constraints and objectives described in Sections II, III,
IV, and V are collected in a single hierarchical optimization
problem (or, more concisely, a hierarchy), which provides a
convenient framework for whole body motion control [20].
All equality and inequality constraints imposed in a hierarchy
are satisfied in a least-squares sense, i.e., the norm of their
violation is minimized. For this reason, we can express the
objectives described in Section V as equality constraints and
introduce them at lower levels of a hierarchy.
The proposed whole body motion controller uses a hier-
archy with the following three levels:
1) The highest priority level of the hierarchy includes
the whole body motion constraints from Section II,
long-term balance constraints described in Section III
without the capturability constraint, and coupling con-
straints introduced in Section IV:
(2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 11, 12).
2) The capturability constraint
(14)
is considered separately to prevent violation of the
primary constraints when it is infeasible. Indeed, in-
feasibility of the capturability constraint does not al-
ways imply that the robot will fall, since it enforces
capturability with a fixed preview horizon, which may
be overly conservative.
3) The third level collects objectives, which are weighted
to obtain the desired behavior:
(17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 20).
The decision variables of this hierarchy are the vector of
accelerations of the generalized coordinates q̈ = (q̈′, q̈′′),
the contact wrenches expressed with λ and µc, the positions
of the CoP Z and footsteps P in the preview horizon, and
the CoM acceleration c̈
x,y
0 .
VII. SIMULATIONS
We evaluate the proposed approach in several simulations
with an HRP-2 robot assuming perfect model and perfect
inertial measurement unit. The commands for the robot are
produced by solving the hierarchy introduced in Section VI
with a dedicated active set solver on each control iteration.
Size of the hierarchy depends on the length of preview
horizon and discretization interval of the approximate model,
which are set to the duration of two steps 0.8 · 2 (s)
and 100 (ms) respectively as in [3]. Such choice results
in a hierarchy with about 120 equality and 80 inequality
constraints and the number of decision variables changing
between 80 and 90 depending on the state of the robot. In
order to achieve high computational performance, the solver
is hot-started using a guess of the active set and solution.
Furthermore, the solver handles simple bounds on variables
more efficiently than general inequality constraints, which is
taken into account in the formulation of the hierarchy.
During the tests the robot is exposed to external distur-
bances whose implementation is described in the next sub-
section, while the following subsections focus on describing
the test setups and results.
A. Simulating disturbances
External disturbances are modeled as instantaneous im-
pacts leading to change in velocities. The relation between
the initial q̇− and resultant velocities q̇+ and impulses due to
interaction with environment can be obtained by integrating
the Lagrangian dynamics (1) [31]
H(q̇+ − q̇−) = JTc rc + J
T
d rd, (23)
(a) Start of the simulation.
(b) End of the simulation.
Fig. 1. Tests 1,2: Initial and final positions of the robot and the target.
where rd is an impulse representing the disturbance, rc is
an impulse appearing due to ground contacts, Jc and Jd are
respective Jacobians. The computed resultant velocities are
constrained to maintain contacts
Jcq̇
+ = 0. (24)
All disturbances are applied to the torso of the robot and
their directions are parallel to the ground.
B. Test 1: reaching an object
In this test we demonstrate walking driven by a whole-
body objective, and more precisely the hand motion objec-
tive (17), which controls the right hand of the robot to a
target position. This objective influences the walking motion
generation, resulting in a sequence of steps taken towards the
target. Note that exclusion of (17) from the hierarchy results
in walking in place. The desired position of the hand is set to
a point which is initially unreachable, while later during the
simulation the desired position changes in an unpredictable
way. The initial and final positions of the robot and target
are shown in Fig. 1. The resulting motions of the CoM, feet
and hand are shown in Fig. 3(a) and in the accompanying
video. The reaction of the system to changes in the target
hand position can be seen in Fig. 4. The robot starts walking
since the target is initially unreachable, and continues to walk
until the target is reached, around 4 (s). However, due to a
change in the x position of the target, the walk is resumed
Fig. 2. Test 1: Time required for solution of the optimization problem
(above) and the number of iterations of the solver, i.e., the number of active
set changes (below).
(Fig. 4(a)). The lateral motion of the target also influences
the walk, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b). This experiment
clearly demonstrates that the walking motion (both CoM
and feet motion) is determined taking into account whole-
body objectives directly, which cannot be achieved with other
schemes like the one in [3]. It is demonstrated here with
the desired hand position, but with respect to earlier similar
results such as in [12], the approach proposed here is not
limited to the hand: it is completely generic and can handle
seamlessly all sorts of whole-body objectives, such as a
desired head motion, obstacle avoidance for all parts of the
robot, etc. Moreover, we can see in Fig. 4(a) that with our
approach, the walking motion reacts immediately, including
footstep modifications even if the swing foot is in mid-air,
as happens around 4 (s) and 8 (s).
In order to assess applicability of the proposed control
approach to real-time applications, we measured computation
time of the solver at each control iteration (see Fig. 2). Most
of the time solver does only one iteration due to successful
guess of the active set. The number of iterations increases
during transition between the left and right supports. The av-
erage time required for solution of the optimization problem
is equal to 0.92 (ms), when the solver is executed on Intel
Core i5-3360M (2.80GHz) CPU.
C. Test 2: reaching an object and reacting to disturbances
The setup of this test is the same as for the previous one,
but additionally the robot is pushed, while it is trying to
approach the hand target. Disturbances of 15 Ns are applied
to the robot at 2.5 (s) from the right, forcing the robot to
make a step to the left, and at 7 (s) from the front, forcing
the robot to make a step backward. The results can be seen
in Figs. 3(b) and 5, and in the accompanying video. We can
see, especially in comparison with the previous simulation
without perturbations, that the controller immediately reacts
to disturbances and successfully compensates for them by
adjusting footsteps in mid-air.
The average time required for solution of the optimization
problem is the same as before, but there are peaks up to
20 (ms) when disturbances are applied due to increased num-
ber of iterations of the solver. This issue can be addressed
by limiting the number of iterations.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a new approach to real-time whole body
motion control, which, contrary to the standard approach [2],
[3], [5], [6], does not perform preliminary motion planning
with approximate models. The proposed controller design
allows for generation of walking motions that satisfy long-
term balance constraints and whole body motion objectives.
This property is verified in simulations performed with HRP-
2 robot. The computational performance demonstrated during
the simulations is comparable to the performance of the state
of the art real-time whole body motion controllers, which
require preplanned footstep positions [32].
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(a) Test 1: No disturbances. (b) Test 2: With disturbances.
Fig. 3. Tests 1,2: Top view of the walking motion. Footsteps are represented by rectangles, trajectory of the CoM is in black. Trajectory of the hand is
in dashed blue, while the trajectory of the target is in dotted red.
(a) Evolution with time of the x components of the target, hand, and
current support positions and CoM velocity.
(b) Evolution with time of the y components of the target, hand, and
current support positions and CoM velocity.
Fig. 4. Test 1: Reaction to changes in target position.
(a) Evolution with time of the x components of the target, hand, and
current support positions and CoM velocity.
(b) Evolution with time of the y components of the target, hand, and
current support positions and CoM velocity.
Fig. 5. Test 2: Reaction to changes in target position and external
disturbances. The instants of disturbances are indicated with vertical red
lines.
